Platelet monoamine oxidase activity and headache
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SUMMARY Mean platelet monoamine oxidase activity was reduced compared with control values in groups of headache-free male (but not female) patients suffering from classical migraine and from tension headache. Mean activity in male cluster patients, headache free, both during acute and quiescent phases of their illness, was also notably reduced. Retesting some migraine subjects after up to four years, showed that low activity may be a persistent feature: the correlation coefficient for repeated assays was 0.91 (p < 0.01). There was no relationship between platelet monoamine oxidase activity and history of dietary migraine. A subgroup of headache patients with permanently low monoamine oxidase activity values may have been defined.

Monoamine oxidase (MAO) catalyses the oxidative deamination of a wide range of biologically active monoamines. The human platelet contains solely MAO B,1 the form of the enzyme which numbers among its substrate preferences phenylethylamine,2 and other less well-studied “trace amines”3 as well as tele-methylhistamine.4-6 This recently discovered role of MAO B in histamine metabolism is of interest as Hanington7 reported in 1974 that particularly low platelet MAO activity had been observed in a single patient with cluster headache, an observation later confirmed by Bussone et al8 and histamine has been involved as a possible aetiological factor in the genesis of cluster headache.9,10

The evidence concerning platelet MAO activity in migraine is complex and conflicting,11-14 and two phenomena need to be distinguished. First there can be transient changes during a migraine attack as noted in our previous study.13 Secondly, there may be some individuals with permanently low MAO activity. Some publications have noted a significant reduction in mean platelet MAO activity in headache-free migraine patients11 12 but others have failed to confirm this finding.13 14

In this study, we have confined ourselves to the headache-free period and have carried out a further study on a larger number of patients. What may appear as a trend with small numbers can be established definitively with a larger sample. The patients were separated into groups, classified as common migraine, classical migraine, tension headache and cluster headache.

Methods

Test and control subjects were selected from patients and staff at the Princess Margaret Migraine Clinic, Charing Cross Hospital, and blood samples from them processed in parallel. Common and classical migraine were diagnosed according to the criteria of Vahlquist.15 Patients with intermittent headache without structural cause who did not fulfill any of Vahlquist’s criteria were diagnosed as tension headache. The diagnosis of cluster headache was made using conventional criteria.16 17 Patients in whom an unequivocal diagnosis could not be made were excluded from the study. For the second study of cluster headache, blood samples from a larger group of 35 male patients (cluster group 2) was obtained. To control for the possible effects of centrifugation, room temperature and storage time, blood from a new group of 30 male controls was processed in parallel with these (male control group 2). All the patients were free from headache at the time blood was taken: four out of six of the cluster group 1 patients were in or finishing a cluster period, as were all of the 35 cluster group 2 patients. Later 15 of these returned for retesting during a quiescent period. Their mean period since the last cluster was 4-5 months. We used a diagnosis of dietary migraine for patients who said that their headache could be triggered...
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by cheese or chocolate (in almost all cases both) and excluded those whose history was inconclusive.

Venous blood (10 ml) was added to 0-5 ml of 5 % (w/v) Na₂ EDTA in Universal containers. The sample was centrifuged at 320 g for 6 min and the platelet-rich plasma withdrawn and recentrifuged at 2,500 g for 15 min. The platelet pellet was resuspended and washed in 1 ml of 0-15 M NaCl and recentrifuged at 2,500 g for a further 15 min. The pellet was resuspended in 1 ml of 0-15 M NaCl and stored at −20°C. MAO was assayed blind and in duplicate with ¹⁴C-tyramine as substrate at a final concentration of 150 µM. Protein was assayed by the method of Lowry et al.¹⁷ The results were expressed as nmoles of tyramine oxidised per mg protein in 30 min. A further EDTA blood sample was sent for a routine platelet count.

On occasion we have encountered a low protein yield from platelets, particularly from headache subjects, and such a preparation possesses low specific MAO activity. On testing a subsequent sample from the same individual, normal platelet protein concentration is observed and MAO activity per unit protein also increases. We have, therefore, excluded all assay data where the amount of platelet protein recovered was less than 1-5 mg/ml. The two-tailed Student’s t test was used for statistical analysis, unless otherwise stated.

Results

A total of 111 previously untested patients were studied. The results are shown in fig 1a, b. In none of the different categories of female patient was mean MAO activity different from controls or from each other. Mean values ± SE were: female controls 16-7 ± 1-5; classical migraine 15-3 ± 1-4; common migraine 16-6 ± 0-9; tension headache 15-9 ± 1-6 nmoles tyramine oxidised/mg protein/30 min. The pattern for the males was different. Mean values ± SE were: male controls 16-3 ± 1-3; classical migraine 10-9 ± 0-9; common migraine 13-9 ± 1-1; tension headache 10-7 ± 1-1; cluster headache 9-0 ± 1-3 nmoles tyramine oxidised/mg protein/30 min. Mean values in males with classical migraine and with tension headaches were lower than those of controls (p < 0.01) whilst activity in cluster headache was even lower (p < 0.002). Although some decrease in activity was present in males with common migraine, the difference was not significant. Cluster headache group 2 also showed low activity (13-7 ± 0-6 compared with 16-9 ± 0-8 in a different group of male

---

**Fig a and b**
Platelet MAO activity in female headache patients and female controls. (b) Platelet MAO activity in male headache patients and male controls. Both expressed as nmoles tyramine oxidised/mg protein/30 min. (c) Repeated MAO assays on the same individual.
controls; p < 0-01). These patients were later retested while quiescent, showing a mean activity of 12·8 ± 1·2, also less than control group 2 (p < 0·01.)

Only four men gave a history of dietary migraine. Of these, three had activities close to the mean male control value, and only one had low activity (more than 1 SD below this). Other men with low activity had not noticed any association between dietary factors and their headaches. There was no difference in mean activity when women with common or classical migraine were divided into those with a history of headache in response to cheese or chocolate (16·1 ± 1·3) and those without (15·5 ± 0·9). The range of activities in the two groups was also the same.

A small number of patients were taking different prophylactic drugs but these had little effect on the mean activities obtained. The male patients who were untreated had mean values that were below male controls in a similar way to the groups as a whole, as follows: classical migraine (n = 6) 11·3 ± 0·95, p < 0·02; common migraine (n = 10) 14·2 ± 1·4, NS; tension headache (n = 6) 11·5 ± 1·1, p < 0·02; cluster headache (n = 5) 9·5 ± 1·4, p < 0·01.

In our previous study of platelet MAO activity in migraine, carried out in 1977,13 we found that while most migraine patients had activity within the normal range, five showed values below those of the control group. These were all men, although the majority of the patients (71%) were women; four had common migraine and one had classical migraine. We invited the five to be retested and four of them still had low activity, three on two subsequent occasions. One of these men had not had a headache for over one year. We have also retested several of our recently identified low activity migraine patients, together with some patients with higher activity and some controls. Figure 1c shows the results of these repeated assays on the same individual and the general stability of the MAO activity. The correlation coefficient for the group as a whole was 0·91 (p < 0·01).

Platelet protein concentration and platelet count were within the normal range in the different groups under investigation. The table shows the results of these measurements in males; mean values for each group were similar.

### Table  Platelet count and platelet protein in males (mean ± SE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Classic Migraine</th>
<th>Common Migraine</th>
<th>Tension Headache</th>
<th>Cluster Headache</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platelet count × 10⁶</td>
<td>209 ± 12</td>
<td>264 ± 27</td>
<td>245 ± 9</td>
<td>192 ± 21</td>
<td>237 ± 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platelet protein (mg/ml)</td>
<td>2·4 ± 0·2</td>
<td>2·6 ± 0·4</td>
<td>2·9 ± 0·2</td>
<td>2·7 ± 0·1</td>
<td>2·4 ± 0·3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

We have found that mean platelet MAO activity between attacks in males with classical migraine, with tension headache and with cluster headache was lower than that of a control group and that this was a permanent feature of these individuals. Maleness has not previously been recorded as a significant contributory factor to low MAO activity in migraine, although in control populations it has frequently been observed that females have higher mean activity than males.10 It is not without interest that this particular biochemical finding is not confined to migraine but has been observed in a variety of different headache syndromes. There is a common belief that if the clinical diagnosis can be made with greater precision, the accompanying biochemical changes will become more reproducible from study to study. Rather than a different cause being responsible for each variant, which this approach presupposes, it seems just as likely that the origins of each are multifactorial, with different constellations of factors operating in different subgroups.

The only previous investigation of a group of cluster headache patients also found low activities. We have now studied this type of patient both during the headache-free cluster period and during quiescence and found that the low MAO activity is a permanent feature.

We found no evidence to show that low MAO activity predisposes to dietary migraine but, even so are unable to rule out the association completely in individual patients. There remains the possibility that in a few cases, particularly low MAO activity does cause a sensitivity to amine-containing foods. Nor were we able to demonstrate any connection between activity and drug administration, confirming our earlier study.13

A recurring problem with studies of platelet MAO activity in both migraine and other diseases such as schizophrenia is an apparent lack of reproducibility.26 Although a reduction in platelet MAO activity in migraine patients outside an attack has been recorded in some studies, others, including our previous one, have failed to confirm it. A likely explanation for this is biochemical heterogeneity. An investigation that fails to demonstrate a difference...
between two small groups does not prove that they are the same. In this present study, we have found no difference in mean platelet MAO activity between males and females, although the evidence is very strong that females in general do have a higher mean activity than males. The way to overcome this problem is to investigate and analyse a sufficiently large number of patients and controls. The cumulative evidence now suggests that among male patients there are more individuals with low platelet MAO activity than among controls but the results of any particular study will depend on how many of these low activity individuals are included. In the present study, we have found a reduction in male classical but not common migraine patients, whereas the lowest values in our previous study came from the male common migraine group.

A central question remaining is whether a platelet MAO defect reflects an abnormal platelet population or an abnormality of the enzyme itself. Platelets from migrainous patients aggregate more readily, even when studied outside an attack and a number of accompanying changes have been noted during attacks including release of 5-hydroxytryptamine and β-thromboglobulin, and a decrease in specific MAO activity. We do not know whether these changes are specific to migraine or are associated with other headache syndromes. One possible explanation of the present findings would be that we have identified a subgroup of patients with abnormal platelets.

Platelets are heterogeneous and large dense platelets have a higher specific MAO activity than smaller lighter ones. Our observation that specific MAO activity may depend on the amount of platelet protein recovered agrees with this, indicating that the larger more active platelets are lost in the preparation procedure when we have a low protein yield. This finding suggests that, in general, during studies of platelet function in migraine, care needs to be taken to ensure a representative yield of platelets. However, both mean platelet count and protein assay in all groups tested in this study were similar to control values. Thus it is quite possible that, at least in some individuals, low platelet enzyme activity reflects a similar change throughout the body; this change may even be a predisposing factor to headache. We now need techniques for gauging MAO activity in sites in the body other than the platelet and, more particularly, for making direct measurements of MAO A activity.
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